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Media LanguageMedia Language

Crime dramas have a recognisable
repertoire of elements, these may be
specific to a sub-genre, for example a
psychological crime drama. These conven‐
tions have evolved over time and developed
to reflect social and cultural change and the
needs and expectations of audiences.
However, these dramas share similarities
which place them in the crime genre,
including:
- Narrative:Narrative: This is usually based on a crime
that needs to be investigated and solved.
-> Structure:Structure: Crime dramas may use a
range of different narrative structures- they
may conform to Todorov's theory where the
structure is linear from the initial disruption
through to a resolution, or non-linear where
time and space is manipulated. Inverted
narratives show the crime and the perpet‐
rator at the start and then may have a non-
linear structure including flashbacks.

 

Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

Other examples of the genre create a
restricted narrative in which information is
withheld from the audience and they are
involved in the solving of the crime
alongside the police.** In The Bridge, there
are elements of a flexi-narrative. The
characters are complex, storylines interw‐
eave, and the audience is challenged
through enigma and engagement with
complex characters. **. -> Narrative disrup‐Narrative disrup‐
tionstions occur that change the course of the
story, these can be events that happen or
revelations that are made by characters.
Sometimes, the audience are in a privileged
spectator position whereby they know more
than the characters within the story world.
-> Binary oppositionsBinary oppositions function as a narrative
element including good vs evil, police vsgood vs evil, police vs
criminal as well as, in the case of Thecriminal as well as, in the case of The
Bridge, the cultural differences of SwedenBridge, the cultural differences of Sweden
vs Denmark, Saga vs Hanne, the nuclear vsvs Denmark, Saga vs Hanne, the nuclear vs
the non-nuclear family and illusion vsthe non-nuclear family and illusion vs
reality.reality.
The resolving of some of these binaryresolving of some of these binary
oppositions within the story world may haveoppositions within the story world may have
an ideological significance, for example evilan ideological significance, for example evil
being punished and justice prevailing in abeing punished and justice prevailing in a
crime drama (Structuralism: Levi-Strauss).crime drama (Structuralism: Levi-Strauss).
-> Plot situationsPlot situations are included that are
typical of the crime genre. For example, the
discovery of a body, an arrest, an interviewdiscovery of a body, an arrest, an interview
with a suspect or the denouement wherewith a suspect or the denouement where
the perpetrator of the crime is revealed bythe perpetrator of the crime is revealed by
the detective.the detective. These situations are made
slightly different in The Bridgeslightly different in The Bridge  due to the
incongruencies in Saga's characterincongruencies in Saga's character. For
example, in the interview with the victim's interview with the victim's
wife Saga has to be prevented fromwife Saga has to be prevented from
showing her the crime scene photographs.showing her the crime scene photographs.

 

Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

-> Story arcsStory arcs and narrative strands occur in
episodes and across the series of a crime
drama. In The Bridge, as this is the first as this is the first
episode of a new series, there are severalepisode of a new series, there are several
complex, enigmatic narrative strands, somecomplex, enigmatic narrative strands, some
new and some carrying over from othernew and some carrying over from other
series, which will be interwoven across theseries, which will be interwoven across the
episodes in this seriesepisodes in this series, including:
- Saga's past and her involvement with Saga's past and her involvement with
Martin, her role in this narrative and howMartin, her role in this narrative and how
she relates to others, her past and hershe relates to others, her past and her
mother.mother.
- The partnerships and team dynamics, for
example Hanne Thomsen and Lillian andHanne Thomsen and Lillian and
the tension with the Saga and the Swedishthe tension with the Saga and the Swedish
team.team.
- The crime- who killed Helle Anker?crime- who killed Helle Anker? The
enigma of the murder scene set up as aenigma of the murder scene set up as a
nuclear family.nuclear family.
- The additional storylines including the roleadditional storylines including the role
of Alexsandr and his place in the narrative.of Alexsandr and his place in the narrative.
- The character of Henrik, his drugcharacter of Henrik, his drug
dependencedependence and the enigma surrounding enigma surrounding
his family. his family. The expectation of how he andexpectation of how he and
Saga will work together.Saga will work together.
- Stock charactersStock characters usually including a
hierarchy with a boss, a detective, a
sidekick, and other characters, for example
a victim, a range of suspects, the perpet‐
rator of the crime and experts/witnesses
who help in the solving of the crime. OftenOften
the pairing of characters are binarythe pairing of characters are binary
opposites, and their relationships contributeopposites, and their relationships contribute
to tensions within the narrative, this is theto tensions within the narrative, this is the
case with Saga and firstly Hanne and thencase with Saga and firstly Hanne and then
potentially Henrik.potentially Henrik.
- Setting and locations:Setting and locations: These will become
synonymous with the programme and the
brand and will relate to the characters and
the sub-genre. Some settings will be typicalSome settings will be typical
for the genre, for example the police station,for the genre, for example the police station,
the post-mortem lab and urban crimethe post-mortem lab and urban crime
settings, others become iconic, forsettings, others become iconic, for
example, the bridge itself.example, the bridge itself.
-- APPLYING THEORY --
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Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

Narratology - Todorov
All narratives share a basic structure
involving movement from one state of equili‐
brium to another, separated by a disequili‐
brium. The opening of The Bridge establ‐ The opening of The Bridge establ‐
ishes an initial equilibrium, Martin is now inishes an initial equilibrium, Martin is now in
jail, Saga is focused on work and Pettersenjail, Saga is focused on work and Pettersen
and Lillian are married.and Lillian are married.
The disruption to this equilibrium is thedisruption to this equilibrium is the
discovery of the body of Helle Ankerdiscovery of the body of Helle Anker.
Enigma codes are then established as a keyEnigma codes are then established as a key
element of the narrative in the attempt toelement of the narrative in the attempt to
find the killer. find the killer. 
A series of story arcs are established whichstory arcs are established which
interweave across the episode.interweave across the episode.
As this is an example of an episodic dramaepisodic drama
there would not be a resolution at the end ofthere would not be a resolution at the end of
the first episode, instead there is a cliff-‐the first episode, instead there is a cliff-‐
hanger with an explosion where Hanne ishanger with an explosion where Hanne is
seriously injured and the introduction ofseriously injured and the introduction of
Henrik as Saga's new partner. TheHenrik as Saga's new partner. The
audience has been placed in a privilegedaudience has been placed in a privileged
spectator position regarding Henrik'sspectator position regarding Henrik's
situation which foreshadows possible futuresituation which foreshadows possible future
narratives. narratives. 
-- How genre conventions are socially and
historically relative, dynamic and can be
used in a hybrid way --
Although genres have never been stagnant,genres have never been stagnant,
it is increasingly the case that they are moreit is increasingly the case that they are more
dynamic and seek to challenge audiencedynamic and seek to challenge audience
expectationsexpectations. The genre now is a startingstarting
point to target the audience and thenpoint to target the audience and then
surprise them through hybridity and intert‐surprise them through hybridity and intert‐
extuality.extuality.
Some programmes, for example TheThe
Bridge, challenge and subvert genreBridge, challenge and subvert genre
conventions, in this case through theconventions, in this case through the
narrative, the characters and reference tonarrative, the characters and reference to
other genres.other genres. The Nordic Noir crime dramas
demonstrate their hybridity through
reference to the conventions of film noir
many, but not all of which are evident in The
Bridge:

 

Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

-A dark pessimistic tone and mooddark pessimistic tone and mood
- Chiaroscuro lighting and shadows establ‐Chiaroscuro lighting and shadows establ‐
ishing enigma codes and a bleakishing enigma codes and a bleak
melancholy aesthetic. melancholy aesthetic. 
- A sexually attractive femme fatale femme fatale functi‐
oning as a strong protagoniststrong protagonist, until the end.
- Disillusioned, flawed anti-hero (detective),Disillusioned, flawed anti-hero (detective),
often with a pastoften with a past
- Claustrophobic and menacing setting:Claustrophobic and menacing setting:
closed frames to connote entrapment;closed frames to connote entrapment;
canted angles suggesting disorientation.canted angles suggesting disorientation.
- A slow paceslow pace
- Moral decline and ambiguity with a focusMoral decline and ambiguity with a focus
on the darker elements of life.on the darker elements of life.
- Themes of corruption, greed, obsession,corruption, greed, obsession,
duality and isolation.duality and isolation.
- Strong awareness of mortality and irony ofStrong awareness of mortality and irony of
human existence.human existence.
- Complex narrative and convoluted plotComplex narrative and convoluted plot
- Iconography - bars created by shadows Iconography - bars created by shadows
through blinds, cigarettes, neon, rain,through blinds, cigarettes, neon, rain,
alleyways, trench coat and trilby. alleyways, trench coat and trilby. 
-- APPLYING THEORY --
Genre - Steve Neale
Neale asserts that genres may be
dominated by repetition, but they are also
marked by difference, variation and change.
Crime dramas have a recognisable
repertoire of elements that place them in the
genre, but to appeal to audiences they need
to display something different to set them
apart from other examples. Difference is Difference is
essential to sustain a genre, to simplyessential to sustain a genre, to simply
repeat the codes and conventions of therepeat the codes and conventions of the
form would not appeal to an audience.form would not appeal to an audience.
In The Bridge, the Scandinavian setting,Scandinavian setting,
locations, and the enigmatic character oflocations, and the enigmatic character of
Saga proved novel for audiences.Saga proved novel for audiences.

 

Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

The Bridge demonstrates that genres
change, develop and vary as they borrow
from and overlap with one another some
contemporary crime dramas are less easy
to categorise as they are hybrid genres and
this variation consequently enhances
audience appeal. The Bridge is an exampleThe Bridge is an example
of the Nordic Noir sub-genre, borrowsof the Nordic Noir sub-genre, borrows
conventions from film noir.conventions from film noir.
Genres exist within specific economic,
institutional and industrial contexts. The
recognisable codes and conventions of
crime dramas make them easy to market to
audiences. However, subverting and challe‐
nging these conventions by introducing
more novel elements as in The Bridge can
also ensure commercial success.
The Bridge demonstrates typical elements typical elements
of a police procedural crime dramaof a police procedural crime drama, but
also, as Neale has suggested, incorporatesincorporates
differences illustrating the dynamic anddifferences illustrating the dynamic and
socially relative nature of genre conventionssocially relative nature of genre conventions
and the hybridity of the genre: and the hybridity of the genre: 
- Nordic Noir / Film Noir elementsNordic Noir / Film Noir elements
- Elements of the action genreaction genre, for example
the chase scene
- Horror conventionsHorror conventions, for example the build-build-
up of tense music, audio codes suggestingup of tense music, audio codes suggesting
supernatural elements, slow turning tosupernatural elements, slow turning to
camera and the execution of the crime.camera and the execution of the crime.
- Elements of the psychological thriller psychological thriller, for
example the murder scene, the slow pacemurder scene, the slow pace
and the use of silence/lack of dialogue.and the use of silence/lack of dialogue.
- Gender representations Gender representations - there are stock
characters and representations we expect in
a crime drama, but strong female rolesstrong female roles
challenging expectations. Saga is anchallenging expectations. Saga is an
unusual heroine, she is flawed but central tounusual heroine, she is flawed but central to
the narrative, with unpredictable and intere‐the narrative, with unpredictable and intere‐
sting behaviour traits.sting behaviour traits.
- Setting and aesthetic, intensity of moodSetting and aesthetic, intensity of mood
and dark, unsettling themes.and dark, unsettling themes.
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Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

- Technical codes which reference film noir,Technical codes which reference film noir,
for example the low-key lighting, the use offor example the low-key lighting, the use of
torchlight, profile shots and intense close-torchlight, profile shots and intense close-
ups and frames with isolated figures.ups and frames with isolated figures.
- The unique settingunique setting, the bridge, represents
the 'other-worldly' which links cultures but is'other-worldly' which links cultures but is
neither one place nor another, shots of theneither one place nor another, shots of the
bridge are used throughout the episode.bridge are used throughout the episode.
- The narrative of the stylised murdersstylised murders
referencing "art" are notions of the surreal.referencing "art" are notions of the surreal.
-- How the combinations of elements of
media language influence meaning --
- Codes of clothing:Codes of clothing: the connotations of connotations of
character's clothing and appearance tocharacter's clothing and appearance to
create meanings.create meanings. Clothing is a rapid way of
communicating messages in The Bridge.
Saga's versions of the same outfit andsame outfit and
colour scheme contribute to the enigmacolour scheme contribute to the enigma
surrounding her character and hersurrounding her character and her
behaviour traits.behaviour traits. Clothing worn by the other
detectives is informal and functional, unlikeinformal and functional, unlike
UK crime dramas clothing does not connoteUK crime dramas clothing does not connote
a hierarchy within the police force.a hierarchy within the police force.
- Gesture and expression:Gesture and expression: Non-verbal
communicators are quick ways of constr‐
ucting meaning. The Bridge frequently uses
**close-up shots of characters to commun‐
icate meaning and many of the expressions
are serious, anxious and fearful, reflecting
the dark themes and melancholy aesthetic.
Saga's passive expression rarely changes,
and it is only after the explosion and in the
final scenes of this episode where she is
confronted with her mother, that she is seen
to be disconcerted, confused and afraid.**. -
Iconography and setting:Iconography and setting: props, backgr‐
ounds and settings work together to
construct the narrative.

 

Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

The settings in The Bridge clearly establish establish
realism and the film noir elements of therealism and the film noir elements of the
genre and also employ the typical Scandi‐genre and also employ the typical Scandi‐
navian elements of the cold weather and thenavian elements of the cold weather and the
darkdark. The vast Nordic landscape creates aNordic landscape creates a
sense of isolation and alienation.sense of isolation and alienation. The iconic
image of the Oresund Bridge featuresOresund Bridge features
regularly in the seriesregularly in the series. Many of the settings
create a sense of entrapment includingsense of entrapment including
corridors and dimly lit locations, for examplecorridors and dimly lit locations, for example
the warehouse crime scene.the warehouse crime scene.. -- Technical
codes --
Camera shots, movement and angles work
together to communicate messages and
'show' the narrative. The Bridge has high
production values and a distinctive style
which is used to convey information without
the use of dialogue.
- Close-ups advance the relationshipsClose-ups advance the relationships
between characters and establish tensionbetween characters and establish tension
and a dynamic.and a dynamic. This is evident in the
conversation between Saga and the other between Saga and the other
characters.characters. Often the close-ups show the
profile of the character or are in silhouette,
the opening introduction to Saga in the liftopening introduction to Saga in the lift
combines both to construct her enigmaticcombines both to construct her enigmatic
character.character.
- Tracking shots are used to introduce bothTracking shots are used to introduce both
Saga and Hanne, constructing both asSaga and Hanne, constructing both as
powerful women with a job to do and arepowerful women with a job to do and are
also used to involve the audience as part ofalso used to involve the audience as part of
the investigative process as they follow thethe investigative process as they follow the
characters.characters.
- Establishing shots are quick ways ofEstablishing shots are quick ways of
communicating informationcommunicating information, the bridge isbridge is
used regularly to indicate changes ofused regularly to indicate changes of
settings between Sweden and Denmarksettings between Sweden and Denmark
and bird's eye view city shots are used bird's eye view city shots are used
similarlysimilarly. These shots also serve to create aserve to create a
sense of cultural verisimilitude establishingsense of cultural verisimilitude establishing
a real city in which the characters function,a real city in which the characters function,
so reinforcing their believability.so reinforcing their believability.

 

Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

- The film noir technique of shootingfilm noir technique of shooting
through windows, or behind obstacles isthrough windows, or behind obstacles is
used, positioning the audience as looking inused, positioning the audience as looking in
on the scene or the lives of other characterson the scene or the lives of other characters
as an outsideras an outsider. The sense of entrapmentsense of entrapment
created by this filming in some cases
suggests their isolationsuggests their isolation or that they have
something to hidesomething to hide. For example, the
audience often views Saga from behindaudience often views Saga from behind
glass or another barrier and Henrik and hisglass or another barrier and Henrik and his
children are first viewed through thechildren are first viewed through the
window.window.
- The post-production editing creates apost-production editing creates a
desaturated colour palette which contri‐desaturated colour palette which contri‐
butes to the dark, melancholic feel of thebutes to the dark, melancholic feel of the
programme.programme.
-- Audio Codes --
Sound and music are effective in commun‐
icating meaning in this programme:
- Music:Music: the haunting track used for thehaunting track used for the
credit sequence foreshadows the slow pacecredit sequence foreshadows the slow pace
of the programme and creates expectationsof the programme and creates expectations
of the style of the programme to follow.of the style of the programme to follow. The
tense music at the start of the episode has
intertextual references to the horror genre horror genre
building audience expectation building audience expectation of the
macabre scene that unfolds.
- Diegetic sound:Diegetic sound: the clicking of the crime
scene investigator's camera at the startinvestigator's camera at the start
establishes generic realismestablishes generic realism. The sound of
the cans at Morten's cabin is both unsettlingcans at Morten's cabin is both unsettling
and on the second visit, an action code forand on the second visit, an action code for
the explosion to follow which is thenthe explosion to follow which is then
followed by a disconcerting silence.followed by a disconcerting silence.
- Dialogue:Dialogue: some of the dialogue is conven‐conven‐
tional of a crime drama and is related to thetional of a crime drama and is related to the
investigation and police procedure and asinvestigation and police procedure and as
such advances the narrativesuch advances the narrative. Other
elements of dialogue serve to developdevelop
characters and relationshipscharacters and relationships.
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Media Language (cont)Media Language (cont)

Saga's clipped, at times forced, dialogueSaga's clipped, at times forced, dialogue
contributes to her idiosyncratic character.contributes to her idiosyncratic character.
She is very literal in her understanding andvery literal in her understanding and
her responses are refreshingly honesther responses are refreshingly honest.
When the owner of the site where the victim
is thought to have been murdered asks her
"Could you hurry up a bit", she replies "No".
The conversations between the detectivesThe conversations between the detectives
and Helle Anker's wife creates a back storyand Helle Anker's wife creates a back story
and possible motivates for her murder.and possible motivates for her murder.
Saga's mother references to "your crime" in
relation to Saga creates an enigma at the
end of the fist episode and provides some
insight into Saga's past, this is particularly
intriguing as Saga has stated earlier in the
episode, "I don't like my mum"..

Product ContextProduct Context

The Bridge (Bron/Breon) is one of the A
Level options studied for Section A:
Television in the Global Age alongside Life
on Mars. The set product is the first episode
of series 3 which was broadcast in the UK
on BBC Four at 9pm on 21st November
2015.
The Bridge is an example of a Scando‐
navian sub-genre of crime-drama - Nordic
Noir. The drama is set in Sweden, the title
refers to the Oresund Bridge between
Denmark and Sweden and is a metaphor for
the collaboration between the two police
forces which commenced after a body was
discovered in the middle of the bridge in the
first episode of the first series.
The crime drama was a co-production
between Filmlance International and
Nimbus Film.
The Bridge followed on from the success of
other Nordic Noir crime dramas broadcast
by BBC Four including the highly successful
The Killing and Wallander. There were four
series between 2011 - 2018.

 

Product Context (cont)Product Context (cont)

Series 3 opens with the murder in Malmo of
a prominent Danish gender campaigner and
owner of Copenhagen's first gender neutral
pre-school Swedish detective Saga Norén
is assigned a new Danish colleague Hanne
to help with the investigation, but their
relationship does not get off to a good start
with feelings still running high after Saga's
involvement in sending her previous Danish
partner Martin to jail for murdering the man
who killed his son.

IndustryIndustry

The Bridge is a Swedish/Danish coprod‐Swedish/Danish coprod‐
uction.uction. It was broadcast in both of thesebroadcast in both of these
countries, which means that funding camecountries, which means that funding came
from two different places and has twofrom two different places and has two
different national audiences. different national audiences. 
The Swedish production company that was
involved was Filmlance Filmlance, and the Danish
production company involved was called
Nimbus Film.Nimbus Film.
Being produced by two companies inBeing produced by two companies in
Sweden and Denmark meant that theySweden and Denmark meant that they
could film in two countries, so the coprod‐could film in two countries, so the coprod‐
uction opened up options on locationsuction opened up options on locations. This
does make it, in turn, both easier and
tricker- it gives easier access to film ineasier access to film in
these countriesthese countries, but what makes it tricky ismakes it tricky is
getting crew and cast across thesegetting crew and cast across these
countriescountries. It can cause logistical problemslogistical problems,
such as which country legally employs thewhich country legally employs the
cast and crewcast and crew, etc. There will also be
regulation issues-regulation issues- which countries regula‐
tions do you follow?. The Bridge followedThe Bridge followed
the working laws of Sweden, but they filmedthe working laws of Sweden, but they filmed
in both countries - they did have to statein both countries - they did have to state
which laws they agree to follow. which laws they agree to follow. 
They were granted funding by thegranted funding by the
Copenhagen Filmfund, a Danish company,Copenhagen Filmfund, a Danish company,
so that meant that so that meant that they had to employ more
Danish cast and crew. Season 3 had more. Season 3 had more
funding from Creative Europe Media, who
have them the resources to achieve a high-
budget, high-quality feel to the show.

 

Industry (cont)Industry (cont)

When production values seem higher, itWhen production values seem higher, it
often makes the show more appealing tooften makes the show more appealing to
audiences and also to other countries whenaudiences and also to other countries when
trying to distribute it globally. trying to distribute it globally. 
In Sweden, The Bridge was broadcast on abroadcast on a
channel called the SVT 1, it's a large publicchannel called the SVT 1, it's a large public
service broadcasting channel in Swedenservice broadcasting channel in Sweden-
what that means is that they are funded by
the license fees and their content must "‐
serve the public" in some way (e.g. be
cultural).
It means that their programmes need to
demonstrate that they are not "wasting"
citizens' money.
SVT as a channel has their own productionSVT as a channel has their own production
studios in Malmo, which is very usefulstudios in Malmo, which is very useful
because The Bridge was able to use thosebecause The Bridge was able to use those
production studios- using in-houseproduction studios- using in-house
resources saved money for The Bridge.resources saved money for The Bridge.
These international coproduction's are oninternational coproduction's are on
the rise in the TV industry, as it's a greatthe rise in the TV industry, as it's a great
way to share production costs and targetway to share production costs and target
global audiences.global audiences. However, it's important to
remember that subtitled "foreign language""foreign language"
programmes are still often considered quiteprogrammes are still often considered quite
niche by broadcasters and audiencesniche by broadcasters and audiences.
In Denmark, The Bridge was broadcast onThe Bridge was broadcast on
DR1, which stands for Denmark Radio 1.DR1, which stands for Denmark Radio 1.
Like the BBC and SVT, its also a public
service broadcaster and license fee-funded.
Denmark is a small country and almostDenmark is a small country and almost
everyone there watches DR content. Soeveryone there watches DR content. So
broadcasting on this channel is a great waybroadcasting on this channel is a great way
of reaching a large national audience inof reaching a large national audience in
Denmark.Denmark.
In England, The Bridge was broadcast onThe Bridge was broadcast on
BBC Four,BBC Four, under the BBC which is also a
public service broadcaster, license fee
funded organisation. BBC 4 focuses on
showing programmes that feature arts,
music and culture.
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Industry (cont)Industry (cont)

BBC 4 showed The Bridge at 9pm on a9pm on a
Saturday, which is peak viewing slot. It'sSaturday, which is peak viewing slot. It's
also a slot that the BBC4 dedicate toalso a slot that the BBC4 dedicate to
showing foreign language drama so it's ashowing foreign language drama so it's a
great way of targeting fans of this genre. great way of targeting fans of this genre. 
Because all three channels mentioned areBecause all three channels mentioned are
funded by the license fee, they aren't underfunded by the license fee, they aren't under
pressure from advertisers to attract hugepressure from advertisers to attract huge
audiences. As they are funded regardless ofaudiences. As they are funded regardless of
how many people watch, they can afford tohow many people watch, they can afford to
take more risks and broadcast more nichetake more risks and broadcast more niche
content. content. 
The show was broadcast in over 174broadcast in over 174
countries worldwide and there are 4countries worldwide and there are 4
seasons in total. seasons in total. There have been remakes
in other countries, such as UK/France,
America, etc.
Theory: The series was remade for a USTheory: The series was remade for a US
audience, and again for a UK/Franceaudience, and again for a UK/France
audience, reflecting Hesmondhalgh's ideasaudience, reflecting Hesmondhalgh's ideas
about companies maximising their profit andabout companies maximising their profit and
minimising risk by reusing successfulminimising risk by reusing successful
formats. formats. 
Ofcom regulate content shown on UKOfcom regulate content shown on UK
television to ensure it doesn't break rulestelevision to ensure it doesn't break rules
about aspects such as violence, sex, drugs,about aspects such as violence, sex, drugs,
etc. Viewers of The Bridge may have foundetc. Viewers of The Bridge may have found
the scenes of a leg being blown off toothe scenes of a leg being blown off too
gruesome, or may have been offended bygruesome, or may have been offended by
the references to gender and/or PTSD. Thethe references to gender and/or PTSD. The
gruesome nature of some of the scenesgruesome nature of some of the scenes
may explain why the BBC chose tomay explain why the BBC chose to
broadcast it 9pm, after the watershed.broadcast it 9pm, after the watershed.
This idea of watershed is almost null now,
as digital streaming sites including BBC I-digital streaming sites including BBC I-
Player mean that audiences can watch thePlayer mean that audiences can watch the
show at any time of day, making theshow at any time of day, making the
watershed a thing of the past.watershed a thing of the past.

 

Industry (cont)Industry (cont)

Piracy of new TV shows is on the increasePiracy of new TV shows is on the increase
and spoilers often get leaked online beforeand spoilers often get leaked online before
many audiences even get to see the show,many audiences even get to see the show,
so they chose to control the availability ofso they chose to control the availability of
the show (Hesmondhalgh) by broadcastingthe show (Hesmondhalgh) by broadcasting
each episode in both Sweden and Denmarkeach episode in both Sweden and Denmark
simultaneously, so it reduced the possibilitysimultaneously, so it reduced the possibility
it could be pirated or spoiled during the 1/2it could be pirated or spoiled during the 1/2
hr release difference.hr release difference.
The show was released on Netflix in released on Netflix in
countries like Austria, Germany, Switze‐countries like Austria, Germany, Switze‐
rland and Canada, so rland and Canada, so the producers arethe producers are
aware that digital streaming is becomingaware that digital streaming is becoming
highly popular and a great way of teachinghighly popular and a great way of teaching
new audiences (e.g. via suggested content,new audiences (e.g. via suggested content,
"Watch Next", "You may be interested in")"Watch Next", "You may be interested in")
They used a range of marketing techniques
to market the show, there are lots of TV andTV and
magazine interviews with the cast and crew,magazine interviews with the cast and crew,
like The Radio Times, and UK, Nordic Noir.like The Radio Times, and UK, Nordic Noir.
The multiple magazine features andThe multiple magazine features and
interviews allowed the programme makersinterviews allowed the programme makers
and cast to explain the show to newand cast to explain the show to new
audiences. The articles often featuredaudiences. The articles often featured
female actresses and discussions aboutfemale actresses and discussions about
feminism, engaging audiences who wantedfeminism, engaging audiences who wanted
to see stronger female characters. to see stronger female characters. 
Interviews with cast on daytime chat showInterviews with cast on daytime chat show
This Morning targeted an older audience.This Morning targeted an older audience.
They also took the cast and crew to a TVTV
convention called the Nordicana, where lotsconvention called the Nordicana, where lots
of people who are fans of the Nordic TVof people who are fans of the Nordic TV
culture get together to learn more about theculture get together to learn more about the
showshow. It's a way of . It's a way of targeting that very
specific niche genre fans. **
They further promoted the show by invitingfurther promoted the show by inviting
super fans of the series to the season 3super fans of the series to the season 3
premiere,premiere, which aided word-of-mouthword-of-mouth
promotion across fans,promotion across fans, who would then go
to promote the show online. promote the show online.

 

Industry (cont)Industry (cont)

BBC Four has a webpage for The Bridge,BBC Four has a webpage for The Bridge,
where you can learn more about thewhere you can learn more about the
characters individually and the plot, youcharacters individually and the plot, you
could find out what you missed and whencould find out what you missed and when
the next episodes were on, etc. the next episodes were on, etc. 
Social media was used to tease audiencesSocial media was used to tease audiences
with clips, info about the new series, andwith clips, info about the new series, and
behind-the-scenes content.behind-the-scenes content.
They used several hashtags across socialhashtags across social
media, including #TheBridge #TheBronmedia, including #TheBridge #TheBron
#TheBroan - this was used to create trends#TheBroan - this was used to create trends
and encourage audiences to join in discus‐and encourage audiences to join in discus‐
sions about the show.sions about the show.
Lots of the marketing utilised the BBC logoutilised the BBC logo
for marketing for the UK audience, it almostfor marketing for the UK audience, it almost
adds a mark of quality and respectability. adds a mark of quality and respectability. 
The marketing materials focused on makingfocused on making
the genre of the show clear to audiences. the genre of the show clear to audiences. 
The trailer and some other marketingtrailer and some other marketing
materials were really emphasising thematerials were really emphasising the
bridge location itself which made the showbridge location itself which made the show
seem exotic- some audiences might'veseem exotic- some audiences might've
been engaged by this. been engaged by this. 
There's also the fact there's a strong sensestrong sense
of anti-hero characters and feminist rolesof anti-hero characters and feminist roles
which would've engaged modern audienceswhich would've engaged modern audiences
and seemed unusual.and seemed unusual.

AudiencesAudiences

The programme attracts the more niche,niche,
less mainstream BBC Four audienceless mainstream BBC Four audience who
are targeted through their expectationstargeted through their expectations
based on the brand identity of the channel.based on the brand identity of the channel.
In broadcasting Nordic Noir, BBC 4 establ‐
ished that sub-titled stories could reach a
British audience. "BBC Four's primary role
is to reflect a range of innovative, high
quality programming that is intellectually
and culturally enriching."
The programme may attract an inheritedmay attract an inherited
audience who will be familiar with otheraudience who will be familiar with other
Nordic Noir dramasNordic Noir dramas broadcast on this
channel, for example The Killing and
Walllander.
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Audiences (cont)Audiences (cont)

The Bridge also offers a range of pleasures range of pleasures
for the fans of crime dramas (Uses & Gratif‐for the fans of crime dramas (Uses & Gratif‐
ications theory)ications theory), the programme has typical
codes and conventions of crime dramas but conventions of crime dramas but
an element of escapism and diversionan element of escapism and diversion
through the different characters, settingsthrough the different characters, settings
and culture. Audiences will gain pleasureand culture. Audiences will gain pleasure
from following the investigators as theyfrom following the investigators as they
attempt to solve the crime.attempt to solve the crime.
Loyal audiences will have become familiarLoyal audiences will have become familiar
with the character of Sagawith the character of Saga, this is the start
of series 3 and they will have expectationsexpectations
of how her character will behave and mayof how her character will behave and may
developdevelop based on other series.
Different demographic factors, for example
nationality, may affect the ways in which an
audience responds. The programme
constructs an idea of cultural differences
between Sweden and Denmark where, for
example, the Swedish characters are seenSwedish characters are seen
to be more politically correct than theto be more politically correct than the
Danish. Danish and Swedish audiencesDanish. Danish and Swedish audiences
may feel that The Bridge confirms longst‐may feel that The Bridge confirms longst‐
anding views and reaffirms the separateanding views and reaffirms the separate
cultural identities. Conversely, some maycultural identities. Conversely, some may
feel that this is unfair cultural stereotyping.feel that this is unfair cultural stereotyping.
Cultural capital, for example an unders‐unders‐
tanding of the conventions of film noir or oftanding of the conventions of film noir or of
other Nordic Noir dramas will enhance theother Nordic Noir dramas will enhance the
viewing experience of the audience.viewing experience of the audience.
Gender, for example women, may be
empowered by the construction of positiveempowered by the construction of positive
female representations in The Bridge.female representations in The Bridge.
Audiences who are interested in crimeAudiences who are interested in crime
dramas that offer a different culturaldramas that offer a different cultural
experience are likely to have a positiveexperience are likely to have a positive
response to the programme.response to the programme.
-- APPLYING THEORY --
Reception theory - Stuart Hall

 

Audiences (cont)Audiences (cont)

Consider Hall's assertion that there are
three hypothetical positions from which
messages and meanings may be decoded,
in relation to The Bridge:
An audience may understand and acceptunderstand and accept
the producers intended meaning, tothe producers intended meaning, to
construct a programme that appeals toconstruct a programme that appeals to
audiences by including some typicalaudiences by including some typical
conventions of the crime drama whilstconventions of the crime drama whilst
offering something different and moreoffering something different and more
challenging through the character of Sagachallenging through the character of Saga
and the Scandinavian setting.and the Scandinavian setting. These
viewers will be entertained by theentertained by the
programme, its complex narrative, and theprogramme, its complex narrative, and the
intertextual references to film noir.intertextual references to film noir.
Feminist audiences are likely to feelFeminist audiences are likely to feel
empowered by the inclusion of strong,empowered by the inclusion of strong,
powerful women in the storylinepowerful women in the storyline, by the
representation of a lesbian relationship andlesbian relationship and
the narrative addressing gender issues.the narrative addressing gender issues.
Some audiences may assume a negotiated
position, they may enjoy the typical codes
and conventions of a crime drama, the
enigmas, and the involvement with the
investigative narrative, but feel more
uncomfortable with the specific focus of theuncomfortable with the specific focus of the
narrative. Swedish and Danish audiencesnarrative. Swedish and Danish audiences
may engage with the drama but feel themay engage with the drama but feel the
cultural depictions are stereotypical.cultural depictions are stereotypical.
An oppositional audience reading may
struggle to find Saga a sympatheticstruggle to find Saga a sympathetic
character.character. Audiences may view her
behaviour traits with concern or find itbehaviour traits with concern or find it
difficult to connect to her emotionally as herdifficult to connect to her emotionally as her
responses are so different to expectationsresponses are so different to expectations
and she lacks humour.and she lacks humour. A more conservativeconservative
audience may respond negatively to theaudience may respond negatively to the
Swedish liberal attitudes to sex, gender,Swedish liberal attitudes to sex, gender,
and political correctness.and political correctness.

 

RepresentationRepresentation

Representations carry ideological signif‐Representations carry ideological signif‐
icance and reflect the time in which theicance and reflect the time in which the
product was made.product was made. There is ideological
significance to the way in which represent‐
ations are constructed in The Bridge which
positions the audience to look at social
group and issues in different ways,
reflecting cultural shifts. For example, this
episode explores the growing contemporary
interest in gendergender and how it is more fluid
and changing than in the past and is a
subject for discussion.
The Bridge, through the ways in which it
constructs representations, constructs a
feminist discourse that challenges sexist,feminist discourse that challenges sexist,
patriarchal ideas and values.patriarchal ideas and values.
- Women are not marginalisednot marginalised, they are
active and central to the narrative.active and central to the narrative.
- Women are not sexualisedare not sexualised
- Women are not portrayed in a domesticnot portrayed in a domestic
role or defined as carers or nuturers.role or defined as carers or nuturers.
-The women in the programme challengechallenge
and/or subvert the typical social normsand/or subvert the typical social norms
related to gender behaviour.related to gender behaviour.
The representations in The Bridge are
influenced by contemporary attitudes and
debates, and consequently audiences are
positioned to consider how representationspositioned to consider how representations
have changed over time to reflect changeshave changed over time to reflect changes
in society.in society.
-- Gender: women/femininity --
There are several representations of women
in The Bridge which subvert and challenge
the more typical representations of women
in crime dramas. Whilst the victim is morevictim is more
typically femaletypically female, in the detectives the
representation of women is strong reflectingrepresentation of women is strong reflecting
shifts in society, culture and audienceshifts in society, culture and audience
expectations.expectations. These women include:
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Representation (cont)Representation (cont)

- Saga: this character breaks away from thebreaks away from the
more typical representation of a detective.more typical representation of a detective.
She is often compared to the 'flawed'
detective of film noir but could be more
accurately described as 'different'. Whilst
the actor and programme's creators have
avoided attaching a label to Sagaavoided attaching a label to Saga, in constr‐
ucting this character more challenging,challenging,
complex behaviours are explored.complex behaviours are explored. She is
described on the BBC website for the
programme as 'a hardcore investigator who
is socially challenged'.
All aspects of this character are pared backAll aspects of this character are pared back
to the minimum including her clothing,to the minimum including her clothing,
dialogue, and relationships with others. Shedialogue, and relationships with others. She
responds very literally to situations and inresponds very literally to situations and in
conversations which creates humour atconversations which creates humour at
times.times.
Interesting, whilst her representation is
constructed as a powerful female, there areconstructed as a powerful female, there are
characteristics of Saga that are morecharacteristics of Saga that are more
masculine, suggesting this has helped hermasculine, suggesting this has helped her
to survive in a patriarchal world.to survive in a patriarchal world. Her stancestance
and walk are masculineand walk are masculine, she is active andactive and
dynamicdynamic, moving about a lot, she is unconc‐unconc‐
erned by conventionality,erned by conventionality, for example she is
not worried about changing her t-shirt in the
middle of the office. Her clothing isHer clothing is
masculinemasculine, for example, the leather
trousers, military style overcoat and neutral
t-shirt.. Her passive expression has becamepassive expression has became
iconic and is shown in closeupiconic and is shown in closeup particularly
when she is attempting to process several
pieces of information and inter-relationships
with colleagues.

 

Representation (cont)Representation (cont)

An example in this episode is when, late in
the day and absorbed in the case, she asks
John to find a map for her, Hans suggests
that John needs to go home, this confuses
Saga who replies, 'he's recently divorced
and his ex-wife has the kids this week',
illustrating her inability to comprehend
anyone who has a life outside of the job.
Saga continues to work through the night
and the audience is rarely shown aspects of
her life outside of work.. Saga's constructionSaga's construction
allows the programme to explore aallows the programme to explore a
character who does not conform to socialcharacter who does not conform to social
norms, but in doing so effectivelynorms, but in doing so effectively
represents a particular under/mis-repre‐represents a particular under/mis-repre‐
sented social group.sented social group. Saga struggles with
social situations, she knows how she should
behave, but finds this challenging, for
example when she attempts to make small
talk with Hanne. She also lacks empathy
and does not read sensitive situations well;
she thinks rationally and says whatever
occurs to her at the time with limited
awareness of its appropriateness. However,
she is shown to be vulnerable and afraid at
the end of this episode when confronted
with her past in the form of her mother.. -
Hanne Thomsen: Another example of aAnother example of a
strong female character who is also astrong female character who is also a
positive representation of an older womanpositive representation of an older woman
who is well-respected, experienced andwho is well-respected, experienced and
good at her jobgood at her job. Like the other women in
The Bridge, she is not objectifiednot objectified, her
clothing is functional and her grey hair andclothing is functional and her grey hair and
serious expression aid in constructing herserious expression aid in constructing her
representationrepresentation. She also exemplifies the
cultural differences between Sweden andcultural differences between Sweden and
Denmark,Denmark, 'From their first meeting hostil‐
ities begin to mount with Hanne showing
her prejudices bordering on contempt for
Swedish political correctness' (quote taken
from BBC's webpage).

 

Representation (cont)Representation (cont)

She can barely disguise her disdain whenShe can barely disguise her disdain when
interviewing Anker's wife at the idea of ainterviewing Anker's wife at the idea of a
gender-neutral pre-school, she describesgender-neutral pre-school, she describes
her as 'a bit Swedish'.her as 'a bit Swedish'.. - Lise Friss
Anderson: Powerful but in a different way,Powerful but in a different way,
she is middle-class, the wife of a wealthyshe is middle-class, the wife of a wealthy
businessman. Her views are right-wing, andbusinessman. Her views are right-wing, and
she is an opinion leader through her blogshe is an opinion leader through her blog
displaying her views of what constitutes adisplaying her views of what constitutes a
family which is in direct contrast to those offamily which is in direct contrast to those of
Helle Anker. Helle Anker. She has no qualms in teaching
her daughter to react with violence when
bullied.
-- Gender: men/masculinity --
The representations of masculinity in The
Bridge challenge the idea of inequalities of
power between men and women. The
representations are not typical of crime
dramas as the female characters are active
and central to the narrative.
- Hans: Whilst he's in a hierarchically
powerful position, he does not use this in annot use this in an
oppressive way and is understanding andoppressive way and is understanding and
supportive of those who work for him, traitssupportive of those who work for him, traits
that could be said to be more typicallythat could be said to be more typically
feminine.feminine. He has an equal relationshipequal relationship with
his partner Lillian who is a strong woman.
He is a positive representation of age.positive representation of age.
- Henrik: Portrayed as a flawed, vulnerablePortrayed as a flawed, vulnerable
character with issues. It is the men, rathercharacter with issues. It is the men, rather
than the women, who are presented inthan the women, who are presented in
domestic roles. Henrik cooks and cleansdomestic roles. Henrik cooks and cleans
and appears to be nurturing his children, aand appears to be nurturing his children, a
role usually given to female characters. Liserole usually given to female characters. Lise
has a male cleaner, Rikard who fulfils ahas a male cleaner, Rikard who fulfils a
domestic role. domestic role. 
-- APPLYING THEORY --
Feminist theory - Bell HooksFeminist theory - Bell Hooks
Bell Hooks assertion that feminism is afeminism is a
struggle to end sexist/patriarchal oppressionstruggle to end sexist/patriarchal oppression
and the ideology of domination can beand the ideology of domination can be
explored in relation to The Bridge:explored in relation to The Bridge:
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Representation (cont)Representation (cont)

Whilst patriarchal representations of genderWhilst patriarchal representations of gender
are still evident in crime dramas, the constr‐are still evident in crime dramas, the constr‐
uctions of representations of women in Theuctions of representations of women in The
Bridge largely challenge bell hooks’ conceptBridge largely challenge bell hooks’ concept
of ‘the ideology of domination’, reflectingof ‘the ideology of domination’, reflecting
changing ideologies and engaging in achanging ideologies and engaging in a
feminist discourse.feminist discourse.
Saga and Hanne challenge the norm ofSaga and Hanne challenge the norm of
women in the police force as does Lillianwomen in the police force as does Lillian
who is the Danish Police Commissioner inwho is the Danish Police Commissioner in
Copenhagen. Representations of the familyCopenhagen. Representations of the family
also challenge stereotypes. also challenge stereotypes. 
Helle Anker is an LGBT spokespersonHelle Anker is an LGBT spokesperson
offering a positive representation ofoffering a positive representation of
acceptance of lesbian marriage withinacceptance of lesbian marriage within
societysociety. Saga introduces Hanne to “Hen” asHanne to “Hen” as
a gender-neutral pronoun reflectinga gender-neutral pronoun reflecting
changing attitudes to gender.changing attitudes to gender.
Men in The Bridge are also constructed asMen in The Bridge are also constructed as
less dominant;less dominant; Hans is gentle and caring, a
father figure for Saga, and Henrik isHenrik is
vulnerable and coping with his own demons.vulnerable and coping with his own demons.
However, patriarchal domination is reflectedpatriarchal domination is reflected
in the crime where the victim is a womanin the crime where the victim is a woman
with liberal views suggesting that whenwith liberal views suggesting that when
patriarchy is challenged women arepatriarchy is challenged women are
targetedtargeted. The way in which her body is her body is
displayed representing a more traditionaldisplayed representing a more traditional
nuclear family, is relevant in reassertingnuclear family, is relevant in reasserting
stereotypical gender roles.stereotypical gender roles.
Feminist theory - Van ZoonenFeminist theory - Van Zoonen
Van Zoonen’s assertion that gender isgender is
constructed through discourseconstructed through discourse and that its
meaning varies according to cultural andmeaning varies according to cultural and
historical contexthistorical context can be applied to The
Bridge:

 

Representation (cont)Representation (cont)

The construction of representations in Theconstruction of representations in The
Bridge reflects the changing roles of menBridge reflects the changing roles of men
and women in society and challengesand women in society and challenges
typical stereotypes of gendertypical stereotypes of gender. The creation
of Saga’s character reflects the interest inSaga’s character reflects the interest in
society in the changing ideas andsociety in the changing ideas and
viewpoints regarding gender,viewpoints regarding gender, reinforcing
Van Zoonen’s assertion that the meaning of
gender varies according to cultural contexts.
In The Bridge, contrary to Van Zoonen’scontrary to Van Zoonen’s
claim, women are framed and constructedclaim, women are framed and constructed
in a similar way to men. Women are active,in a similar way to men. Women are active,
not passive, they are not objects of the malenot passive, they are not objects of the male
gaze and it is they who drive the narrativegaze and it is they who drive the narrative
forward. When Saga takes off her t-shirt,forward. When Saga takes off her t-shirt,
the gaze between Hanne and John is intra-‐the gaze between Hanne and John is intra-‐
diegetic, in bewilderment at her action, shediegetic, in bewilderment at her action, she
is not objectified by the camera.is not objectified by the camera.
Gender performanity - Judith ButlerGender performanity - Judith Butler
Butler’s assertion that identity is performat‐identity is performat‐
ively constructed and that there is noively constructed and that there is no
gender identity behind the expressions ofgender identity behind the expressions of
gendergender can be explored in relation to The
Bridge:
Through the programme’s inclusion of Hellenclusion of Helle
Anker’s narrative regarding gender identity,Anker’s narrative regarding gender identity,
a discourse is opened up and debateda discourse is opened up and debated
within the programme focusing on thewithin the programme focusing on the
nature of gender. Hanne states regardingnature of gender. Hanne states regarding
Anker, “she was very active in the genderAnker, “she was very active in the gender
debate, LGBT issues. You know, there’sdebate, LGBT issues. You know, there’s
not gender, only humans”.not gender, only humans”.
Saga subverts and challenges the acceptedSaga subverts and challenges the accepted
social norms regarding gender behaviour.social norms regarding gender behaviour.
The construction of her character through,
for example, clothing, expression, and
behaviour, challenges the typical represent‐
ations of female characters in this genre.

 

Media ContextsMedia Contexts

Social and cultural contextsSocial and cultural contexts
The fact that the programme reflects the
changing attitudes towards gender andchanging attitudes towards gender and
specifically introduces a discourse into thespecifically introduces a discourse into the
narrative of this series around gendernarrative of this series around gender
identity and LGBTQ issues.identity and LGBTQ issues.
The representation of gender in the
programme, including the construction of
Saga's character, is influenced by changinginfluenced by changing
social and cultural attitudes regarding thesocial and cultural attitudes regarding the
role of women in society.role of women in society.
The binary opposition of the Swedish andbinary opposition of the Swedish and
Danish cultures highlights how issues mayDanish cultures highlights how issues may
be treated differently in different cultures.be treated differently in different cultures.
Responses to The Bridge may reflect thereflect the
social and cultural circumstances of thesocial and cultural circumstances of the
audience.audience.
Historical contextHistorical context
The Bridge demonstrates that genregenre
conventions are historically relative andconventions are historically relative and
dynamic.dynamic.
The representations constructed in the
program are affected by the historical
context, they subvert and challenge typicalsubvert and challenge typical
representations that have been acceptedrepresentations that have been accepted
over time and in doing so reflect the societyover time and in doing so reflect the society
of the time.of the time.
Different audience interpretations of The
Bridge may reflect historical circumstances.historical circumstances.
Economic contextsEconomic contexts
The Bridge demonstrates the economiceconomic
advantages of international co-productions.advantages of international co-productions.
The creation of the Nordic Noir brand meant
that programmes could be successfulprogrammes could be successful
marketed globally.marketed globally.
Establishing the codes and conventions of
this style of programme builds a loyalloyal
fanbase and reduces the economic risk.fanbase and reduces the economic risk.
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